
MONTREAL RANKED AS THE BEST CITY IN THE WORLD FOR INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY STUDENTS 

 

Montreal has been named the world’s best city for international students attending university, by the global 

higher education analyst Quacquarelli Symonds (QS), after evaluating 125 of the world’s prominent cities.  The 

scores were based on university rankings, student composition, desirability/quality of life, employer activity, 

affordability, and the assessments by students and recent graduates from around the world.1 

 Montreal has over 150,000 full-time university students, over 30,000 of them are from outside Canada, and 

over 10,000 of these international students study at McGill.  The viewpoints from 18,000 international students 

about Montreal’s art, culture, friendliness, lifestyle, safety, attractiveness and a variety of other factors, 

including their own willingness to live here after graduation, were a significant component in the evaluation.  

“This ranking is a reflection of how highly our students, and the global workplace, value Montreal’s 

universities,” said Suzanne Fortier, Principal and Vice-Chancellor. “It is also a validation of the city’s welcoming 

spirit and exciting creativity. Montreal is a place of coming-together: different languages and cultures, the arts 

and commerce, deep history and a visionary future. Our hometown is a special city, and students want to live 

and study here.”  Ollivier Dyens, McGill Deputy Provost (Student Life and Learning), added that “ Montrealers, 

like McGillians, are tolerant, gentle and creative and they welcome students and immigrants from all over the 

world with open arms.” 2 

Tom Mulcair, leader of the NDP, one of Canada’s political parties, congratulated Montreal in the Canadian 

House of Commons, for its cultural diversity, world-class universities, and the quality of life it offers residents. 

He noted that four other Canadian cities also ranked among the QS top 100, reflecting that “Our cities are 

global in every sense, and welcoming, because fundamentally we are a country of diversity, peace and 

inclusion.”2 

1QS Top Universities Montreal https://www.topuniversities.com/university-rankings-articles/qs-best-student-cities/montreal            

2McGill Reporter, February 14, 2017.  http://publications.mcgill.ca/reporter/2017/02/qs-to-release-top-cities-for-students-rankings/ 
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